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SMARTBOOSTTM Video

Vess A7000 Performance

With open platform based surveillance, video display capability is often a pain
point. To solve this, the Vess A7000 series comes with free PCIe slots to add VGA
cards to improve your video display capability. They can connect to several
monitors to live-view or playback several cameras at once.
Here is an example of live view.
• Camera resolution, 1080P, H.264.
• Milestone XProtect Smart Client.

The Vess A7000 series comes with 16 or 24 SAS/SATA disk slots and it has one
built-in SAS 12Gb expansion port which can handle up to 144 disks via 5 JBODs.
With the Vess A7000, you’ll discover how much easier it is to manage all your
disks and enclosures via a single WebPAM PROe.

Using an internal display chip, it can support 4-camera live view.
Using an external display card (GTX 1080), it can support 25-camera live view.
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1,088

Application Note
Typical set-up of Promise Vess Products in
Surveillance Projects
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Flexible PSU

Stable Performance With Disk Rebuild

Video Playback

This Power Supply Unit supports three CRPS (Common Redundant Power
Supply) PSU units of 550W each with direct connections for power input.
You can opt for (1+1) PSU units to support 550W redundant PSU, or (2+1) PSU
units to support 1100W redundant PSU.
* We suggest you use (2+1) PSU when adding a VGA card or if you have extra
power requirements.

Stable performance is crucial for surveillance video recording. Common storage
involves constant disk rebuilding, which creates I/O response time lag and makes
performance less stable. In surveillance this means that a critical video frame and
therefore key value might be lost.

Video playback increases I/O handling volume and complexity
as playback involves sending Read requests to the disk to
access stored data while on-going recording generates
numerous Writing actions to the disk.
As a result :
• Disk performance will decrease due to the mixed Read and
Write commands.
• The disk head moves around to read data at disk locations that may be far away
from one another.
Specially developed for surveillance purposes, our PROMISE SMARTBOOST
Technology improves predictive reading to avoid mixing read and write
commands and keep disk performance at a high level.
Our predictive playback prevents interruptions and impacts on video recording.

Embedded UPS
The spare part of this Uninterrupted Power Supply when you choose a (1+1) PSU
set-up supports to provide the power supply of A7000 for 10-15 minutes when
facing the unexpected power interruption.. Thanks to this embedded UPS
design, you won’t need extra space for an external UPS, and you’ll have one easy
single management interface for your Vess A7000 WebPAM PROe. The UPS helps
with flash data and safe shutdown of the system when AC power is lost. It also
helps sustain power when the AC supply is unstable.

PROMISE SMARTBOOST Technology fine-tunes the RAID engine and balances
the rebuild process and pace to provide stable recording performance.
PROMISE understands that rebuild speed is also important for data safety. So, we
do not make the rebuild process slow, but we monitor the host I/O and control
the throttle property.
TM

TM

Vess A7000 SMARTBOOSTTM Mode

Minimize CPU Usage

SMARTBOOSTTM
Open storage platforms for video surveillance often come with some challenges
with recording, live view and playback via VMS. Our SMART Boost Technology
has been specially designed to provide the most stable and high performance
storage solutions for surveillance systems.

As an open platform for surveillance storage, you can
benefit from some extra applications that run on the
system. These additional resources won’t impact your
storage and leave free memory to run other applications for specific tasks.

Video Recording

PROMISE SMARTBOOST Technology not only reduces CPU usage in your
internal process, but also limits the storage drivers needed to only one CPU core
that supports all I/O access. This frees up more CPU space for your other applications.
TM

Video Management Systems (VMS) need to update their metadata/databases
frequently to maintain data consistency. This makes the RAID engine and disk
busy because.
• The RAID engine needs to update parity to write small-size commands to
partial disk groups.
• The disk heads need to move to service this kind of data in specific areas.
• When the disk is busy seeking or servicing those small data packets, it may
drag disk performance down, and there is
no buffer to handle minor errors or
timeouts.

Other RAID card

Large built-in disks and scalable design
The Vess A7000 series comes with 16 or 24 SAS/SATA disk
slots and it has one built-in SAS 12Gb expansion port
which can handle up to 144 disks via 5 JBODs. With the
Vess A7000, you’ll discover how much easier it is to manage

PROMISE SMARTBOOST Technology
reduces the loading of the RAID driver and
frees up time for the disk to handle unexpected errors or slow responses by the disk
mechanism. This results in high and stable
performance for your video recording.
TM
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